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International trade is crucial for Australia
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Total exports (A$b) Total imports (A$b)

$1,012b

$340b

Our relationship with the Asia Pacific 

• The Asia-Pacific is of significant geo-strategic importance for 
Australia.

• APEC partners make up around 75% of Australia’s total trade 
in goods and services.

• Regional economic integration contributes to Australia’s 
economic growth and prosperity.

Merchandise trade worth 
AUD$1 trillion

Trade equivalent to 41% of GDP

1 in 4 Australian jobs trade-related
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But our foundations are no longer fit for purpose

Our current cross-border trade 
environment is complex, fragmented and 
inefficient:

200+ 
regulations

145 ICT 
systems

32% are duplicated

76% are in need of updating

15 essential for trade and more than 15 
years old

4 in 5 are not using modern technologies

We are falling behind

• Duplicate information costs Australian businesses $431m 
annually.

• Processing and handling paper documents costs $589m every 
year.

Export Compliance Import Compliance

Six pain points for business:

Opaque and 
inconsistent 
processes

Hard to access 
information

Duplicative 
processes

Complex 
regulations

Inflexible 
technology

Border 
delays
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The Simplified Trade System (STS) reforms

Simpler and more consistent trade rules

Improved supply chain 
resilience and reduced cost 
of living pressures

Easier and cheaper trading for 
Australian businesses, lifting 
productivity and growing jobs

Increased Australia’s global 
cross-border competitiveness

Increased efficiency and 
effectiveness of government 
administration
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More integrated trade-related services

Higher levels of digitisation and data sharing

More modern ICT systems and processes

Skilled and adequately resourced workforce

Fair and sustainable funding models

Continued strengthening of Australia’s border, 
biosecurity and community protections

Whole-of-government reforms to create a simpler, more effective, and sustainable 
cross-border trade environment for Australia.
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The potential benefits are significant

Simpler and faster 
cross-border trade

Higher trade volumes 
and revenue

National 
prosperity

Integrated reforms will provide benefits to business, government and the economy:

• Time and cost savings
• The US’s Automated Commercial Environment (ACE) required 2.5M fewer processing hours resulting in $640M in savings

• Improved government administration
• South Korea’s uTradeHub will save up to $550M by eliminating redundancies and reductions in cost of labour, and a further $320M in 

redundant investments in Information Technology.

• Increased productivity
• Singapore’s Networked Trade Platform will bring (NTP) SGD600M worth of man-hour savings each year for Singapore’s businesses

• South Korea’s uTradeHub will help businesses reduce inventory and warehousing costs by around $2.9B.

• GDP growth
• GDP growth will be derived through enhancements in productivity and uplift in cross-border trade.
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Key trading partners have recently introduced a policy allowing digital documents in trade, highlighting the global 

trend toward embracing border reforms. They include:

• Singapore passed the Electronic Transaction (Amendment) Act 2021 in Feb 2021 providing a legal framework for 

nearly all digital services including ecommerce, electronic records, electronic contracts, signatures, etc.

• The United Kingdom’s Electronic Trade Documents Act 2023 came into effect in September 2023 giving legal 

recognition in English law to electronic trade documents, including electronic bills of lading.

• The United States of America has legislation in place to allow electronic use of most transferable documents, but 

further work is needed to allow electronic of use of some specific documents, including bills of lading.

Adopting best practice: global trends in paperless trade
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Next Steps

STS Taskforce 
Established

STS Future 
State

STS 
Current 

State
• Understanding the complexities Ongoing co-design, co-implementation, incremental benefits

✓ User journey mapping

✓ Identifying pain points

✓ Consultation on proposed reforms

✓ Quick wins:

- Go Global Toolkit

- Biosecurity Booking Portal

- Realtime ICS status notification

- Piloting upstream supply chain data 
to manage border risks 

- Nationally-consistent guidance on 
the storage of illicit goods

Whole-of-government transformational change is a journey. STS is delivered 
incrementally to bring progressive benefits to business.

✓ Advice to government on further STS initiatives

✓ Ongoing consultation with domestic & international stakeholders

✓ Continuous improvement

✓ Reform work already confirmed/underway for FY2023/24:

- Agricultural traceability and credentials ‘ecosystem’

- Digital verification platform

- Aligning government accreditation and authorisation 
schemes

- Regulatory reforms to simplify and align cross-border trade 
processes

- Increasing data sharing between government agencies
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Next Steps

Priorities for engagement

Business engagement

Our priority is to work with business to ensure we focus 

on those reforms which will deliver early benefits to 

business and the Australian economy while also 

building solid foundations for ongoing reform.

International engagement

We continue to learn from the experiences of 

international stakeholders, partnering in the design and 

implementation of reforms. 

This includes learning from APEC countries’ work to 

improve trade facilitation through digitalisation of 

border processes and strengthening customs 

cooperation.
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www.simplifiedtrade.gov.au

www.linkedin.com/company/simplified-trade-system-implementation-taskforce/ 

Thank you

http://www.simplifiedtrade.gov.au/
http://www.linkedin.com/company/simplified-trade-system-implementation-taskforce/


Paperless trade for productivity

9 November 2023

Dr Paul Hubbard 
a/g Deputy Head of Simplified Trade System (STS) Implementation 
Taskforce



Australia’s productivity challenge is well known

Australia’s labour productivity growth



Australia's tariff wall has fallen

Source: World Bank data on Australia cited in Productivity Commission (2022) The Nuisance Costs of Tariffs



But significant trade 
facilitation costs remain 



How significant?

$2.4 billion for importers p.a.
$4.2 billion for exporters p.a.

Of which $4.2 billion is for
documentary compliance processes

Source: STS Implementation Taskforce and Deloitte Access Economics 2023



Bridge to progress: unpacking paperless trade 
literature



Bridge to progress: unpacking paperless trade 
literature
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Bridge to progress: unpacking paperless trade 
literature



Cross-border trade requires cross-border certainty 
for business, trade finance and governments
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Objective
Facilitate seamless cross-
border electronic 
transactions.

Key Principles
1. Interoperability

2. Security

3. Accessibility

Implementation
Collaborative effort among 
nations.

Integration with existing 
legal frameworks.

The Electronic Transaction Act does not apply to Bills of Lading.



Benefits of paperless trade 
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Case study: First Electronic Bill of Lading under 
Singapore law

Singapore's 2021 ETA amendment adopted MLETR.

Transaction Overview:

• BHP to Jinchuan Group sale of nickel matte in 
containers.

• Letter of Credit facilitated by National Australia Bank 
and a Chinese trade finance bank.

• Cargo shipped on ONE vessel from Australia to China.

Key Highlights:

• First-ever electronic bill of lading under Singapore 
ETA.

• Online collaboration via Assemble Cargo Docs and 
Exchange Title Docs.

• End-to-end electronic documentation less than 48 
hours.

essDOCS enables first ever electronic Bill of Lading transaction under Singapore Law | ICE Digital Trade

https://www.essdocs.com/blog/essdocs-enables-first-electronic-bill-lading-transaction-singapore-law


www.simplifiedtrade.gov.au

www.linkedin.com/company/simplified-trade-system-implementation-taskforce/ 

Thank you!

http://www.simplifiedtrade.gov.au/
http://www.linkedin.com/company/simplified-trade-system-implementation-taskforce/
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